Executive Summary

On 7 September 2011, the European Commission issued its Communication on security of supply and international cooperation. Included were a set of proposals with the aim of improving Brussels’ oversight on international energy deals between EU Member States and energy-rich third countries. The rationale for the new proposals lies in the difficulties the EU has in diversifying its gas suppliers and transit routes.

Europe’s increasing anxiety over its dependence on Russian natural gas imports led to the idea for the creation of a ‘Southern gas Corridor’ to tap into Central Asia’s vast reserves back in late 2008. Now, 3 years later there are no clear indications however that Central Asian gas will flow to Europe anytime soon, resulting in growing criticism over the way in which the EU has tried to secure alternative supplies. Some claim the myriad of individual Member State actions on external energy policy blurs the view of third countries on what the Union really wants and hampers its diversification efforts. Renowned human Rights NGOs also criticised the Union’s ‘courting’ of Central Asian leaders and for not standing up against their notorious regimes. Democratisation and human rights promotion were seen to be at odds with the Union’s energy policy in the region.

This Policy Brief argues that the solution to some of these issues potentially lie in the making of strategic choices in ongoing supply contract negotiations, and a change in the way in which human rights promotion is seen to be related to the Union’s diversification efforts given the fierce competition over energy resources in the region.

*The views expressed in this policy brief are the authors’ and in no way reflect the views of the European Commission.
Diversification of Suppliers and Routes

In November 2010, the EU released a €200 billion plan laying out the Union’s infrastructure priorities for the next decade. The flagship project is the Nabucco pipeline which aims to bring Caspian gas to Central and Western European gas markets. The EU has openly expressed its support for Nabucco and shown diplomatic engagement vis-à-vis Central Asian leaders on several occasions.

In its current form, Nabucco intends to source initial gas supplies from Azerbaijan. What is at stake is a 10 billion cubic metre (bcm) gas contract to be awarded in March 2012. Competition for the gas is fierce however, notably also from within the Southern Corridor itself, as other projects such as TAP and, until recently ITGI, are bidding for the same contract. A further contender appeared last November in the form of the South East Europe Pipeline. Moreover, Energy Commissioner Oettinger admits that at a time of financial austerity measures it will be difficult for an expensive pipeline such as Nabucco to convince wary investors.

However, this is not Nabucco’s only concern. Socar – Azerbaijan’s national oil company – claimed it awards the contract only when it simultaneously acquires the right to sell its gas to the nearest markets. Moreover, it is only pays for gas transport costs as if Nabucco were running at full capacity. At 31 bcm capacity however, the pipe would only be 2/3rd empty. Moreover, at a fixed transit tariff and when running at only 1/3rd of its potential, Nabucco carries a higher per unit transit cost compared to a full pipe; a cost ultimately borne by the final consumer. This means that unless the consortium is able to find a second source of gas, Socar is not willing to bear the commercial risks.

Turkmenistan or North Iraq?

Alternatives include Turkmenistan and North Iraq. A 2008 EU-Turkmen Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), and a 2009 deal between Nabucco shareholder RWE and Turkmenistan were much heralded. Indeed, since then contacts with Ashgabat have intensified within the framework of the Union’s energy policy dialogue with Turkmenistan which was established under the MoU.

However, getting access to Turkmen gas proved to be very difficult. Shipping the gas across the Caspian by tanker, either as Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG), Gas to Liquids (GTL) or Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) is more expensive compared to constructing a pipeline. Yet, the construction of a TransCaspian pipeline will likely be opposed by Russia and Iran on grounds of sovereignty, environmental concern and fears over potential loss of export revenues. Nevertheless, important progress has been achieved in the form of a Council mandate to negotiate a legally-binding agreement with Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan on the construction of a TransCaspian pipeline. Turkmenistan subsequently announced it would start work on the contractual and legal basis for supplying gas to Nabucco.

A factor to take into account however is that Europe faces stiff competition from
Russia and China. Russia pushes for the realisation of its own ‘alternative’ pipeline – South Stream – which intends to ship Russian gas directly to Europe, bypassing Ukraine. Several EU Member States have signed up to the project. Furthermore, recently China opened a direct pipeline to Turkmenistan. In under three years time, Beijing managed to not only secure a gas contract, but also sort out transit issues with Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, construct the entire pipeline and have it up and running. Needless to say, the EU is not able to replicate China’s speed given that such explicit state-backing is not possible by the EU institutions.

The second alternative is Iraq, the majority of whose known gas reserves are located in the North. Because of the region’s vast resources and its strategic location along the Southern Corridor, several of the Nabucco consortium members have signed MoU’s with Kurdish Iraq. Austrian OMV and Hungarian MOL agreed in May 2010 to invest $8 billion in Kurdish Iraq’s gas fields and both companies claimed they could pump as much as 30 bcm annually, 15 of which could fill half of Nabucco. Similarly, German RWE signed a cooperation deal with Kurdish Iraq in August 2010. In a statement issued by RWE in Germany, quoting Iraqi Kurdistan’s natural resources minister, it claimed that up to 20 billion cubic metres a year could be fed into Nabucco.

Promising as this may sound; Iraqi gas faces numerous difficulties however. First, Baghdad and the Kurdish north have a long-standing dispute over the distribution of hydrocarbon revenues. Second, disagreements exist between Iraqi political parties over the role of international energy companies in the restoration and further development of Iraq’s oil and gas sector. Third, Baghdad was quick to label the aforementioned deals as ‘illegal’, claiming all gas export agreements need approval by the central authorities. Any attempt to ignore this is likely to be met with reluctance on part of Turkey to transit the gas over fears that such a move may spark its own Kurdish region towards greater autonomy. A potential solution is ratification of Iraq’s long-awaited hydrocarbon law. The law outlines a regulatory and policy development framework for future oil and gas exploration and production in Iraq. However, Due to the above problems, agreement is still forthcoming.

**Coherence in External Energy Relations**

One of the most important questions for the EU is how to rationalise its energy policy, enabling the Union to be the central actor, as opposed to a set of disparate Member States. The former is preferred by the European Commission and various Member States, whereas some of the larger Member States tend to prefer the latter. Pursuing individual barter deals, however, inadvertently creates possibilities for elites in supplier countries to pursue their own ‘reciprocity rules’, i.e. not limiting demands to capital, arguing more substantial trade-offs are necessary in order to get things done, such as asset swaps. The monopolistic and quasi-statist character of such energy markets thus remains unchanged. The Council mandate for the TransCaspian
pipeline may be promising, however concrete gas contracts are as of yet forthcoming.

Intra-EU divergences have led to several Member States forging deals with Russia for the South Stream project, in spite of the fact that the Union’s overall goal is diversification in both routes and suppliers. In fact, the signing of bilateral energy contracts with suppliers such as Gazprom is repeatedly mentioned as the single biggest undermining factor of a coherent external energy policy.\(^{24}\) Asked about whether the European Commission could play a larger role in terms of coordination, some Member States are swift to point to the lack of competences over energy at EU level, claiming energy policy is a Member State responsibility.\(^{25}\) Others merely refer to the split in competences between the Commission and Member State level and the extent to which Member States are (un)willing to confer theirs – leaving the Commission sometimes unable to deliver on its promises.\(^{26}\)

The fact that EU Member States sign individual cooperation agreements with Gazprom puts pressure on Nabucco and undermines the Union’s diversification efforts. In an attempt to harmonise Member State efforts and increase Nabucco’s chances, the European Commission recently proposed to set up an information exchange mechanism on international energy agreements between Member States and third countries – including those which are still under negotiation. Furthermore, it suggests that such agreements can also be negotiated at EU level if they have a large bearing on the Union’s energy policy objectives, and where there is a clear common EU added-value.\(^{27}\) The Council mandate for a TransCaspian pipeline is a good example. In a recent speech, European Commissioner for Energy, Günther Öttinger went even further by calling for “full competence, including of the energy mix and the decisions about how energy is processed”.\(^{28}\)

Initial reactions to the package of proposals were however rather mixed. Known supporters of a common EU external energy policy, such as European Parliament President Jerzy Buzek and Polish MEP Jacek Saryusz-Wolski greatly welcomed the proposals.\(^{29}\) Others however, were not so enthusiastic. Giles Chichester, the Conservative spokesman on energy within the European Parliament, condemned the proposal as “the worst kind of meddling”, adding that energy arrangements are “Britain’s own business, not the Commission’s”. Kjetil Tungland, the managing director of TAP, added that Brussels’ first step should rather have been to “develop a cost-effective pipeline that will be ready to bring the [gas] volumes currently under discussion to the Union as soon as they become available”.\(^{30}\) Sources within the renewable energy industry rather emphasised Europe’s need to make faster progress towards a single market in electricity and for the Commission to focus instead on realistic ways to speed this up.\(^{31}\)

Earlier suggestions consisted of examining the feasibility of a block purchasing mechanism that would buy gas from Turkmenistan.\(^{32}\) Dubbed the ‘Caspian
Development Corporation’ (CDC or ‘Corporation’), it would aim to ensure that all players along the value chain respect the rules that maintain the value of the resource to the producer State.33

Before the results of the draft legal study were known, Eurogas34 emphasised the non-exclusive, case-specific and temporary character of the CDC must be a necessary prerequisite. Moreover, it stated a coordinated approach should always ensure the companies involved have full capacity and responsibility for the development of the commercial processes – including supply contracts – they engage in.35

The draft legal study seems to have incorporated these demands. It proposes a model whereby the CDC would be a single, financially strong company owned by European companies in proportion to their interest in the long-term purchase of Turkmen gas. There are some serious challenges to its realisation however, such as for the CDC to comply with EU competition rules, risks associated with gas development and delivery from a new supplier, the construction of new pipeline sections including a TransCaspian link, the risk of participation of companies of weak credit and of non-performance of either CDC members or external pipeline companies, and the challenge to establish an intergovernmental agreement between Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkmenistan to guarantee the latter’s future transit rights.36

Even if the CDC succeeds in mitigating most or all of the above risks, unless the consortium in the end manages to reach agreement with all Caspian littoral States, including and in particular Russia and Iran, to the construction a TransCaspian pipeline, the prospects for the purchasing block do not look bright.

Energy and Human Rights

Human rights dialogues with the Central Asian States were set up by the 2007 Central Asia Strategy. In parallel the Strategy established an ‘EU Rule of Law Initiative’. The latter was coined to address the specific priorities indentified by each country and support the governments in the region in implementing core legal reforms, including reform of the judiciary, and in drawing up effective legislation.37

However, upon its presentation, it was argued that EU presence should be decoupled from democracy and human rights conditions; that earlier policies were regarded as having produced little results; and that the Union should rather take a pragmatic stance and position itself better compared to Russia and China who managed to seize opportunities, which the EU had largely missed.38 The European Parliament however disagreed, claiming the Strategy was insufficiently ambitious with respect to bilateral cooperation on human rights, the rule of law, good governance and democratisation.39

Others claimed that European efforts in the region were hitherto rather aimless, unplanned and uncoordinated and that US’ experience with its heavy-handed insistence on democracy and human rights had instead simply allowed Russia and China to revitalise their ties to the autocratic regimes.40 One could argue that if the EU manages to conclude reliable
and substantial agreements with Central Asian hydrocarbon producers on energy infrastructure, exploration, supply, and pipelines which bypass Russia, even though this means tolerating the detrimental human rights record of these countries in the short to medium term, the Union is more likely to succeed in reducing Russian clout in the region, and thus improve its own energy security and long term prospects for political change in the region.\textsuperscript{41}

With respect to Turkmenistan, it took – for good reasons – over a decade to ratify the Interim Trade Agreement.\textsuperscript{42} Since first proposed, the importance of Turkmenistan’s hydrocarbon reserves have greatly risen. This has been equally noticed in Moscow and Beijing. If the EU is serious about its attempts to secure Turkmen gas – or other sources for that matter – an approach whereby priority in the short to medium term is given to engagement through hydrocarbon cooperation gains increased legitimacy through the argument that Russia and China do not play by the same rules.\textsuperscript{43}

Moreover, it is safe to say that after acquiring a gas contract, Moscow and Beijing are unlikely to care much about democratic reform in the region.

\section*{Recommendations}

It is clear that the EU’s aim of \textit{diversification} is faced with significant obstacles. Great difficulties exist in acquiring gas from either Turkmenistan or Northern Iraq. Therefore, currently Azerbaijan represents the only readily available source of gas for Nabucco. Given that the decision on the allocation of the 10bcm per year contract will not be taken before March 2012, and neither Northern Iraq, nor Turkmenistan can be realistically expected to guarantee supply contracts before that date, \textit{it is unlikely that Nabucco succeeds in sourcing an alternative to Azeri supplies anytime soon}. Taking into account Azerbaijan’s concerns with regard to Nabucco running at less than half its capacity, it is more likely that the final decision will be in favour of either the South East Europe-\textsuperscript{4}, or the TAP Pipeline which at a smaller capacity can be easily filled with the contract.

Yet, such a scenario does not need to be to put an end to Nabucco, nor Europe’s aims for diversification in the long term. What is important for the EU however is \textit{to be ready for such an outcome} and that it puts it weight behind the best alternative project. The TAP and South East Europe projects can both serve as a first step for the eventual construction of Nabucco. However, if diversification is the ultimate goal, what should matter first is a pipeline’s capacity, followed by the costs of its construction. On both points TAP has a leading edge over the South East Europe Pipeline. Specifically, as the TAP project can be expanded over time to transport 20bcm per year, this means that – when constructed – Nabucco could transport an additional 10bcm annually onwards to Italy. With South East Europe running at only 10bcm per year, this leaves no surplus capacity. Therefore, although it is unlikely for Nabucco to be granted the Shah Deniz II contract in the short term, it does not mean it cannot profit from the construction of other
pipelines along its route over the longer term. As Nabucco’s capacity exceeds that of TAP and South East Europe, Nabucco would benefit most from a pipeline along its route through which it could ship larger quantities of gas, should more sources come available over time. **It would therefore be in the Union’s best interest to push for the realisation of the TAP project, rather than the South East Europe Pipeline.**

With respect to coherence in external relations, the CDC – in spite of the difficulties concerning EU competition rules and the construction of a TransCaspian link – has a certain value. As said above, it is important that the Union anticipates the greater likelihood for either TAP or the South East Europe Pipeline to get built before Nabucco. Under such a scenario, one of these pipelines could serve as the first step for Nabucco’s construction and the CDC could thus be used as a tool to convince Turkmenistan to act as a second source for the Southern Corridor. To this effect, it is important that the CDC consists of a representative share of Europe’s larger energy corporations as this may provide the necessary boost to persuade Turkmenistan to commit and initiate serious talks about a TransCaspian link. **In the short to medium term, as a confidence-building measure towards Turkmenistan and Azerbaijan, and in anticipation of a final decision on a TransCaspian pipeline, the CDC could opt to ship gas from Turkmenistan across the Caspian by tanker either as Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG), Gas to Liquids (GTL) or Compressed Natural Gas (CNG).**

When it comes to the debate on energy interests versus human rights and democracy promotion, it seems almost as if these issues are irreconcilable. However, this need not be the case in the long term. The Central Asian states are keen to diversify their export routes. China is pushing hard to become one of Central Asia’s major clients and has had success in securing energy supplies from Turkmenistan. Meanwhile, Russia – aware of the consequences for its own dominant position – tries equally hard to bind East European and Central Asian countries to its own pipeline networks in an attempt to remain the dominant market player in the region. This is a game the EU can play too however. In other words, if (part of) a Southern Corridor gets built and the Union succeeds in becoming a substantial consumer of Central Asian hydrocarbons over time, Brussels’ ‘weight’ in these countries’ foreign relations will subsequently increase. Alternative export routes and the right to sell gas onwards within the European gas market, compared to shipping supplies either to Russia and/or China is something which these countries might well regard as positive in the long term.**44** With this increased weight, comes additional leverage on part of the Union in its dealings with its Central Asian counterparts. A different kind of conditionality could thus take shape whereby the EU utilises its market weight and offers increased downstream access, in exchange for concessions on part of the Central Asian States concerning human rights, legal and democratic reforms, rather than the other way around.
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